Hi, my name is Mike. I’m 10. I study at Brooklyn school in New York (U.S.A). My father is an engineer and my mother is a teacher. My sister Jill is a nurse. She works in a hospital in San Francisco. I have a cat; its name is Willy.

Part one:

A/ Reading Comprehension:

Task 01: I read the text and choose the correct answer (3pts):

-1- Mike is: ..............
   a) twelve.          b) ten.             c) thirteen.

-2- His father is a: ..............
   a) doctor.          b) vet.             c) engineer.

-3- Jill works in a: ..............
   a) School.          b) Hospital.         c) office.

Task 02: I read the text and fill in the box. (3pts)

Father’s job: ..............
Mother’s job: ..............
Sister’s job: ..............

B/ Mastery of Language:

Task 01: I choose the correct answer (3pts)

-1- This is (a/an) ...... Engineer. (An/The) ...... engineer works in a factory.

-2- This is my uncle. (He/She/It) ......... is an artist.

-3- Leila is a teacher. This is (His/Her/my) ......... school.
Task 02 : I match the picture with the job (2pts )

- a nurse
- a teacher
- a mechanic
- a painter

Task 03 : I put the words in the right box ( pts )

Brother – three – Thursday-mother

Part Two :

Situation of integration : I use the information to unite a paragraph .( pts )

- Name : Donia
- Age : 12 years old.
- City : Taya.
- Country : Algeria.
- Mother's job: teacher.
- Father's job : painter.
- Family : 2 sisters / one brother

Hello ! My name is Donia.